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Helvti Diner 

"An American Delight"

Everything about the Helvti Diner is quintessentially American. The place

is quite spacious and the red leather couches make comfortable seating

spaces. The interior is brightly lit and bottles of Heinz Ketchup add the

much deserved American touch. Their burgers arrive in three varieties,

Swiss Prime, Classic Angus and Wagyu Special; they can be accompanied

with variety of sauces and cheeses. Sandwiches, salads, fries and skewers

also form a significant part of their menu. Vanilla, Strawberry, Banana,

Dark Chocolate are their signature shakes and Cheesecakes, brownies

and cupcakes make perfect dessert options here.

 +41 43 322 0424  uniondiner.ch/en/stauffacher  Barracks Street 2, Zürich
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Holy Cow 

"Moo Many Burgers!"

Delighting families as well as solo diners with their inventive burgers, Holy

Cow is a popular burger joint. The restaurant is quite spacious and picnic

benches make adorable seating spaces here. Big Beef, Smokey Big

Cheese and Bacon, Maui Maui, Yo Ginza Beef, BBQ Chick 'n' Cheese,

Camembert & Cranberry and the Veggie Zest are some of their must-try

burgers. The place also has a seperate children's and students' menu. The

house beer washes down these burgers with ease. If you are looking to

grab a quick lunch, Holy Cow should be your next stop.

 +41 21 323 1166  holycow.ch/  Zähringerstrasse 28, Zürich
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Loft Five 

"Trendy Gastropub"

With an extensive list of cocktails, beer, and wine and an in-depth, quality

food menu its easy to understand why Loft Five is so popular in Zurich.

Loft Five's trendy interior includes a bar illuminated with multicolored

lights, tables made with wood imported from New Zealand, and a

comfortable, candle-lit lounge area. The menu is American-inspired and

offers an array of burgers, ribs, salads, and fish. Settle in to the stylish

indoor seating area, or take in some air on the popular patio, either way,

reservations are recommended as Loft Five can get very busy.

 +41 44 755 50 50  www.loftfive.ch/  Europaallee 15, Zürich
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The Bite 

"Tasty Bites"

The Bite is known for their great burgers and is arguably among the best

in town. Its wooden accents, light fixtures and wall art, give it a sleek yet

cozy look. Savor their homemade burgers made with Swiss beef such as

The Hattrick and The Bacon. They also have options for vegetarians. Don't

forget to try their Animal Fries which is just a combination of French fries,

Thousand Island sauce, Cheddar cheese and roasted shallots.

Complement your meal with your choice beverage from their drinks list.

 +41 44 242 3000  www.thebite.ch/  thomas@thebite.ch  Brauerstrasse 15, Zürich
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Rolli's Steakhouse 

"Sizzling Meats"

Ein Eldorado für Fleischfans: Steaks in allen erdenklichen Variationen -

immer frisch und zart, mit amerikanischem Touch - erhält man hier.

 +41 44 311 2880  www.rollis-steakhouse.ch/  Schaffhauserstrasse 352, Zürich
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